


Bored with shaving?

ever ask yourself why?



to impress the ladies?

Do we shave...



or is it because our fathers shaved,

and...



their fathers before them?



We may never know...

Men have been shaving for centuries



Men should take pride in this activity

and not get bored...



“Stumbled across some articles about
 traditional wet shaving”

What kickstarted it all...



33 Reddit users replied
from all around the world

Ages 22-73

and my curiosity got the better of me...



What a typical set-up consists of...

Double edge Saftey Razor
aka. “DE Razor.” 

- Costs / save money
- Environmental waste reductions
- The art of manliness and other   
  online articles sparked interests
- Sensitive skin

- Family heirlooms
- Present from Wife / Girlfriend
- Curiosity
- Search for enjoyable experience

Reasons why people are changing:

Straight Razor

or

Badger brush Shaving Soaps Mug After shaves and Lotions

- Improve traveling with a razor and brush
- a better way to produce lather
- organization of shavers, aftershaves, soaps.

What would improve the traditional shave?

What I learned about the Traditional Shave



What I learned about the Traditional Shave
Think of a safety razor as an investment!

$3.00 or more a piece

$0.20 a piece

On average you can save $75 dollars a year in blade replacements 
if your a daily shaver by switching over to double edge razor



What I learned about the Traditional Shave

There are professionals who shave everyday for their jobs

and have shave collections 
that they like to share with thier friends and family.



Where to purchase...

New Items

Vintage Items



Shaving for the future?

Possible product Ideas?

After research I wanted to produce a 
complimentary product that would 

help this trend out!



Three Areas of Ideation

Travel Enclosures

Lathering Devices

Display Stand



Ideation Travel Enclosures Sketches



Ideation
Concept 1 Travel Box



Ideation Lathering Devices Sketches



Ideation
Concept 2  Lather Device



Ideation Display Stand Sketches



Ideation
Concept 3 Display Stand



Refined Concept - Final Direction

still more things to consider...



Sketch Model

Improve footing

Increase overall height

Increase hand 
clearance

Reshape form of neck



Meet...



He hangs out by your sink



holds your Brush and Razor



and also your soap...



He drinks from your faucet



and helps create your lather



and when not in use stores your razor safley on display 



Designed to fit your hand comfortably



Manufacturing
Slip-casting Porcelain 

Cad Developed Model

is a technique for the mass-production of pottery, especially for shapes 

not easily made on a wheel. A liquid clay is poured into plaster moulds 

and allowed to form a layer on the inside of the mould.

6”

3.5”

.625”





Lather / Display Mug


